Addition of Support for MCUs in V2.05.02 of the Renesas Flash Programmer

Support for further MCUs has been added in V2.05.02 of the Renesas Flash Programmer, a software tool for flash programming. Refer to the URL below for an overview of the Renesas Flash Programmer.
https://www.renesas.com/rfp

1. Addition of Supported MCUs
   Support for the MCUs listed below has been newly added.
   1.1 RH850 family
      - RH850/D1L group
        R7F701401 and R7F701421
      - RH850/F1L group
        R7F701003, R7F701014, R7F701015, R7F701019, R7F701024, R7F701040, R7F701041, R7F701042, R7F701043, R7F701044, and R7F701045
      - RH850/F1M group
        R7F701565, R7F701568, and R7F701573
      - RH850/P1M group
        R7F701310, R7F701311, and R7F701314
   1.2 RX family
      - RX230 group
        R5F52305 and R5F52306
      - RX231 group
        R5F52315C and R5F52316C

2. How to Obtain Evaluation Software
Before purchasing the product, you can evaluate its performance and functionality by using the evaluation edition. To do so, download the evaluation edition from the Web page at the URL below.

https://www.renesas.com/tool_evaluation

3. How to Purchase the Software
To check the prices or order the product, contact your local Renesas Electronics marketing office or distributor with the following information.

Product name: Renesas Flash Programmer, a software tool for programming flash memory
Order model name: R0C00000FDW12R
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